
A house at the bottom of the lake
by Josh Malerman
Discovering an extraordinary house at the bottom of a lake in their
Michigan community, two teens fall passionately in love while
struggling to choose between the property’s ethereal freedoms and
the safety of the world above.

Down among the sticks and bones
by Seanan McGuire
A stand-alone fantasy in the world of Every Heart a Doorway shares
the story of Jack and Jill before they tumbled into Eleanor West's
Home for Wayward Children, relating their experiences in a childhood
world of monsters, mad scientists and fateful choices.

Your favorite band cannot save you
by Scotto Moore
I was home alone on a Saturday night when I experienced the most
beautiful piece of music I had ever heard in my life." Beautiful
Remorse is the hot new band on the scene, releasing one track a day
for ten days straight. Each track has a mysterious name and a
strangely powerful effect on the band's fans. A curious music blogger
decides to investigate the phenomenon up close by following Beautiful

Remorse on tour, realizing along the way that the band's lead singer is hiding an
incredible, impossible secret.

The dead girls club : a novel
by Damien Angelica Walters
Decades after her friend’s obsessive belief in a witch’s ghost led to
tragedy, Heather receives her late friend’s necklace in the mail and
discovers that she is being targeted by a vengeful killer. By the award-
winning author of Paper Tigers.
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Ninth house
by Leigh Bardugo
A college dropout who is the sole survivor of a multiple homicide looks
to turn her life around when she is offered an opportunity to attend a
prestigious university on a full scholarship.

The chill : a novel
by Scott Carson
A century after an early 20th-century New York community is
intentionally flooded to redistribute water downstate, an inspector
overseeing a dangerously neglected dam uncovers a prophecy that
warns of additional sacrifices.

Imaginary friend
by Stephen Chbosky
A single mother Kate Reese's desperate efforts to escape an abusive
relationship are thrown into turmoil by her young son Christopher's
disappearance and reappearance days later with an imaginary friend.

Universal harvester
by John Darnielle
Working for a 1990s small-community video rental store under threat
by a major chain competitor, Jeremy is reluctantly drawn into a
mystery involving chilling footage of criminal activity that has been
recorded onto the store's VHS tapes. By the author of Wolf in White
Van.

In the valley of the sun : a novel
by Andy Davidson
One night in 1980, a man becomes a monster. Haunted by his past,
Travis Stillwell spends his nights searching out women in West Texas
honky-tonks. What he does with them doesn't make him proud.
Annabelle Gaskin spies the camper parked behind her motel and
offers a few odd jobs to pay his board. Half a state away, a grizzled
Texas Ranger is hunting Travis for his past misdeeds, but what he

finds will lead him to a revelation far more monstrous.

Alice isn't dead : a novel
by Joseph Fink
Spotting her late wife in news-report backgrounds, truck driver Keisha
Taylor stumbles into an otherworldly conflict on the nation's highway
systems.

The monster of Elendhaven
by Jennifer Giesbrecht
A thing with no name after washing up on the docks, empty, alone and
unable to die teams up with a frail young man who can twist minds
with magic, and together they launch a dark and cruel plan that
consummates their horrible passion for each other.

Full throttle : stories
by Joe Hill
The best-selling author of Strange Weather presents 13 short stories
of supernatural suspense, including “Throttle,” co-written by Stephen
King, in which a trucker is caught in a sinister dance with motorcycle
outlaws in the Nevada desert.

If it bleeds
by Stephen King
Presents a collection of four novella-length tales, complementing the
title piece with the stories, Mr. Harrigan's Phone, The Life of Chuck,
and Rat.

Cold storage : a novel
by David Koepp
When the deadly mutative organism he put in cold storage decades
earlier breaks out and starts killing people, former Pentagon
bioterrorism specialist Roberto Diaz works with two security guards to
try and contain it.
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